“If the VAX did not Kill you Immediately, It
Will Kill you Eventually, Because the VAX
Cannot Help but Create Blood Clots.”
Posted on May 5, 2021 by State of the Nation
German Microbiologist: "They are Killing People with COVID Vaccines" to Reduce
World's Population
OK, for those who still don’t understand, here is a summary of what he said:
CV19 vaccines (all of them):
Upside potential? Useless for people under 70, and Useless for people over
70. (so WHO are they good for? No one. If you took the JAB, you are a lab rat).
Downside risk?
If the VAX did not kill you immediately, it will kill you eventually, because the VAX
can not help but create blood clots. This is why heart attacks and strokes are are
on the rise. Also people will suffer neurological problems like terrible headaches,
dizziness, nauseousness, blanking out, etc……because of blood clots in the
brain…..not quite big enough to kill you yet, but these are the warning signs.
Link to:

“If the VAX did not kill you immediately, it will kill you eventually,
because the VAX can not help but create blood clots.”
Even if you survived the initial JAB, and survived the first few weeks or months,
……you are still not in the clear…….you will never be in the clear, because the
blood stream is a closed system, and once you get jabbed they can never get the
toxic contents of the JAB out of your system. So you are a ticking time bomb
waiting for a blood clot to take you out.
The more JABS you took (or take), the sooner a blood clot will kill you. (Moral of
the story is, if you took a first JAB, do NOT take any more JABS no matter how
much fear mongering the gov’t and lying lame stream media pours on you.)
IF you got the JAB and then you get exposed to CV19, you will have a far worse
time, and become much more ill than if you had not taken the JAB. (It appears to
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me that this is what we are witnessing in India right now. It is the people who
took the JAB who are sick, and flooding hospitals and dying.)
He also said the CV19 test is totally worthless, completely ridicules, and all
medical scientists know this and have known this for a year. It is merely a means
to frighten people into getting the JAB. (This has been proven by scientists
testing fruit and coca cola, and other things, and getting a POSITIVE test
result! The CV19 “test” is a total joke!)
If you don’t have symptoms, you are not sick. That’s Med School 101.
Regrettably, this interview did not address shedding.
But other doctors have concluded that what is being shed/transmitted is the
dreaded “spike protein” which will create blood clots in your body…….even
though you did not take ANY Jabs.
Bottomline? The USA is about to suffer massive deaths.
Since this Microbiologist was born in the USA, and the USA used to have the
finest Medicine in the WORLD, he kept asking what in the world has happened to
American Doctors and Scientists???
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